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Expert Roundtable: Issues in Cognition,
Audition, and Amplification
Exploring the fascinating links between cognition and hearing healthcare
MODERATED BY DOUGLAS L. BECK, AuD, with BRENT EDWARDS, PhD; LARRY E. HUMES, PhD; ULRIKE LEMKE, PhD;
THOMAS LUNNER, PhD; FRANK R. LIN, MD, PhD; and M. KATHLEEN PICHORA-FULLER, PhD

We Hear With Our Brains!
Although we definitely lighten the load and help patients cope with hearing loss, it’s the brain that must do the
heavy lifting.

A

s “moderator” for the following series
of short articles, it’s my distinct pleasure to introduce my distinguished
colleagues and the general topic and scope of
the discussions below.
As hearing professionals working with and
counseling patients, our discussions traditionally revolve around “hearing.” Of course, that
makes intuitive sense and seems like a reasonable and instructive starting point. However,
as we offered during our two consecutive
Featured Sessions1 at the 2012 AudiologyNow,
there’s much more for us to consider beyond
simply “hearing.”2
Hearing results from the physical, mechanical, and bio-electric transfer of acoustic energy from the outer ear to the temporal lobes.
Hearing is a “bottom-up” sensory event, which
all animals, mammals, reptiles (and more)
share. However—and of significant importance—what separates humans from all other
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beings is not our hearing (which is actually
quite limited as compared to dogs, cats, whales,
dolphins, and many others). Our vast ability
to listen—to apply meaning to complex sound
structures such as language and music (“topdown” processing)—is what distinguishes us
from all other beings and places us firmly atop
the food chain.3
The difference between hearing and listening is analogous to the difference between
sound and thought. We can accurately describe
hearing with simple maps (ie, audiograms) of
the detection of input signals defined acoustically in terms of relative loudness in decibels and spectral content expressed in Hertz.
Unfortunately, there’s no easy map of listening
or cognitive ability.
Further, given nearly identical hearing loss
across multiple patients, the primary difference in their speech perception and listening
comprehension abilities (in quiet and noise) is
based on the overall accuracy of their auditory
nervous system (ie, the ability to deliver accurate, non-distorted information to the auditory
cortex) and, importantly, the individual’s cognitive ability to make sense of the delivered auditory information.4 That is, the same loudness,
spectral, and spatial cues delivered to multiple
patients (with essentially the same type and
degree of sensorineural hearing loss measured

by the audiogram) will likely be perceived differently by each patient—primarily based on
their cognitive abilities.2 Importantly, recent
research indicates that the people with the highest cognitive abilities are generally more efficient and more accurate in extracting meaning
from supra-threshold acoustic stimuli, and this
is even more apparent in challenging acoustic
environments (ie, speech in noise).
Therefore, as hearing professionals tasked
(essentially) with maximizing human hearing,
we must consider the ultimate speech processor: the human brain. The brain influences
and interacts with hearing via cognitive (and
other) abilities to facilitate listening. Specifically,
“Listening Is Where Hearing Meets Brain.”3-5
As we did from the podium at the 2012
AudiologyNow conference, I have asked my
learned colleagues to create short written essays
reflecting their key points and “summary statements” based on their 2012 AudiologyNow
Featured Session presentation. Z
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Cognitive Load and Amplification
Our speech-in-noise testing may be telling only part of the story; cognitive
load appears to play a major role in patients’ success with hearing aids.
BY BRENT EDWARDS, PhD

E

vidence is increasing that hearing
loss, by providing an altered auditory signal to the cognitive system,
can result in a cascade of cognitive and
psycho-social declines: increased cognitive load, increased mental fatigue, poorer
memory, poorer auditory scene analysis,
difficulty with attention focusing, poorer mental health, social withdrawal, and
depression. Since hearing loss negatively
affects cognitive ability, hearing aids may
improve such ability by improving the
quality of the peripheral auditory signal
reaching the cognitive system. Recent
experiments have looked at several potential effects of hearing aid technology on
cognitive function.
Using a dual-attention task, Sarampalis
et al 6 demonstrated that improving the
speech-to-noise ratio through directional technology or through noise reduction
can reduce cognitive load. The latter
is particularly interesting because the
cognitive load improved without a concurrent improvement to speech understanding. Dawes et al 7 found that 12
weeks of acclimatization to hearing aids
by new users resulted in both a reduction
in reaction time in a dual-attention task
and an improvement to the SSQ effort
subscale—both indicators that cognitive
load reduced over time.
The importance of reduced cognitive
load is the implication that mental fatigue
(from listening to speech in a difficult
environment) also will be reduced. This
was demonstrated by Hornsby8 who used
a combined speech and vigilance task
to show that hearing-impaired patients’
fatigue increased over the course of the task
if they were unaided but that no fatigue
increase was measured when the same subjects wore hearing aids.
To measure many of these effects of the
auditory periphery on cognitive function,
new experimental methods are necessary.
Traditional speech-in-noise tests do not
tap the complex functioning of the cogni-
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READ MORE about cognition and hearing
aid amplification and much more in an HRP
interview with Brent Edwards, PhD, at:
http://tinyurl.com/y94wbrf

tive system in a way that is sensitive to the
effects that hearing loss and hearing aids
can have on cognitive ability.
To this end, we have developed two
tests of speech understanding in complex
environments that go beyond audibility
effects. The first is a measure of auditory
attention switching ability,9 and the second is a measure of semantic information
received from simultaneous conversation
streams arriving at the listener from different locations.10 These tests should allow for
better measures of the impact of hearing
loss and hearing aid technology on complex
auditory processing, which stresses the cognitive system. Through these and other new
experimental paradigms, we will discover
benefits of hearing aid technology on cognitive ability that go beyond the measures
of audibility and speech intelligibility.

Key Points
1) Hearing aids can ameliorate the negative effects of hearing loss on cognitive
function by improving the quality of the
auditory signal reaching the auditory
cortex.
2) New outcome measures are being developed that engage the cognitive system
more than traditional speech tests. These
measures should allow for greater sensitivity in quantifying the effect of hearing
aid technology on cognitive ability. Z
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Higher-Level
Processing and
Aided SpeechUnderstanding in
Older Adults
Older adults’ performance does
not match younger adults’
performance—even if the hearing
aid fitting is “perfect.”
BY LARRY E. HUMES, PhD

U

sing a site-of-lesion framework, we
have often classified the factors underlying speech-understanding problems
of older adults as peripheral, central-auditory, or cognitive, including combinations of
these.11-13 The development with advancing age
of a high-frequency sensorineural hearing loss,
a key peripheral factor, has been documented
for many decades.14 Approximately 30% to
40% of Americans over the age of 65 years have
a significant hearing loss that likely impacts
their ability to understand speech.15
Research has repeatedly confirmed the primary importance of the peripheral hearing
loss as a factor underlying the unaided speechunderstanding difficulties of older adults.16
Secondary factors contributing to the unaided
performance of older adults have often been
identified and typically have been one of several
cognitive factors.17 Whereas hearing loss often
accounts for 40% to 70% of the variance in
unaided speech-understanding performance
among older adults, cognitive factors typically
account for much less (10% to 15%).
When the high-frequency sensorineural
hearing loss in older adults increases, either
across a group of such listeners or within an
individual, two effects are likely:
1) The audibility of important high-frequency speech components decreases;
2) The underlying cochlear pathology
increases.
Whereas the former effect is fairly easily
addressed via conventional amplification for
the majority of older adults, amplification
cannot undo or repair the underlying cochlear

pathology. As a result, it is important to
determine which effect underlies the strong
dependence of unaided speech recognition
on peripheral hearing loss. In a series of
experiments using spectrally shaped speech that
closely approximates well-fit hearing aids, we
demonstrated that it is primarily the inaudibility
effect that is responsible for the correlation
between peripheral hearing loss and unaided
speech understanding.18,19 Basically, when the
speech signal is spectrally shaped to mimic wellfit hearing aids, the amount of high-frequency
hearing loss no longer explains individual
differences in speech understanding.
Importantly, however, even when the
speech has been carefully spectrally shaped to
ensure audibility over a wide bandwidth (out
to at least 4000-5000 Hz), older adults listening
under such conditions still do not perform as
well as young adults under the same listening

conditions. This observation is especially true
for listening conditions in which speech or
speech-like competition is involved.16 Under
these conditions, aided listening with competing speech or speech-like stimuli, cognitive measures emerge as a primary predictor,
accounting for 15% to 50% of the variance in
aided speech-understanding performance.
To date, however, research has not converged on the key cognitive ability or abilities
that are most relevant for aided speech understanding in older adults.17 Candidate cognitive
measures identified to date include measures
of working memory, processing speed, and
attention/inhibition.

restores the audibility of speech through at
least 4000-5000 Hz.
2) Once well-fit with amplification, the aided
speech-understanding performance of older
adults in many everyday listening situations
involving competing speech will be largely
determined by higher-level processes, especially cognitive function. It will be increasingly important to identify this potential
limitation to hearing-aid benefit and to tailor
remediation accordingly. Z
Larry E. Humes, PhD, is a
professor in the Department of Speech & Hearing Sciences at Indiana
University, Bloomington,
Ind. Correspondence to:
humes@indiana.edu

Key Points
1) A starting point for remediating the speechunderstanding problems of older adults is
the fit and verification of amplification that

The Cognitive Part of Speech Recognition
Hearing aids provide the “bottom-up” information that enables cognition.
BY ULRIKE LEMKE, PhD

T

raditional models of speech processing in
the brain have focused on two speech centers in the left hemisphere—Wernicke’s
and Broca’s area. However, today’s neurophysiologic models define a more extended network
involved in speech processing. Specifically, the
superior temporal gyrus (STG, which includes
Wernicke’s area and the primary auditory cortex), the middle temporal gyrus (MTG), and the
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, including Broca’s
area, see Friederici20).
New technologies have been essential in providing evidence for long-range structural connections between multiple brain areas. Diffusion
tensor imaging tractography has identified two
major pathways (the dorsal and ventral streams),
which connect language relevant regions of the
temporal and frontal cortex.21 In the left hemiUlrike Lemke, PhD, is a
senior researcher in the
Science & Technology
Department at Phonak
AG, Stafa, Switzerland.
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Ulrike.Lemke@phonak.com

sphere, connections linking STG and the frontal
lobe were identified, and left and right hemisphere connections linking regions below the
superior temporal sulcus with the frontal lobe
were recognized.
The dorsal stream appears to link sound to
action by mapping phonological representations onto articulatory motor representations.
The ventral stream may link sound to meaning
by mapping phonological representations onto
lexical conceptual representations.20,22 A recent
meta-analysis of functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) results for phoneme and word
recognition supports a hierarchical recognition
of temporally complex speech sounds along the
auditory ventral stream.23
Nonetheless, both hemispheres are needed
for successful speech recognition. It has been
demonstrated that the right hemisphere contributes to speech comprehension, notably in
pre-attentive spectro-temporal feature processing24,25 and suprasegmental processing including prosody, intonation, and speech rhythm.26,27
Lexical-semantic processing mainly activates
the left hemisphere, whereas phonemic tasks
involve both hemispheres, and prosodic information processing is lateralized to the right.21
Right frontal activation seems not specific to
the language component involved28 and appears

related to the recruitment of additional executive processes, such as selective attention and
verbal working memory. This agrees with the
fact that the frontal cortex steers our attention
through motivation, expectation, and executive
control. Therefore, there is evidence for bilateral
acoustic-phonetic processing early on, followed
by specialization of hemispheres for processing of syntactic structure, grammatical and
semantic relations to the left; and for prosody,
intonation and speech rhythm to the right.
For final interpretation and recognition, both
information streams are integrated again and
mapped onto semantic knowledge in memory
within a few milliseconds.
Neuroscience indicates successful speech
comprehension is a very complex process,
because the final interpretation of information, meaning, and intent is based on semantic
knowledge and socio-emotional experience,
and is relying and drawing on other higherorder cognitive functions across the brain.
In addition to basic hearing abilities, listening skills are required. Listening is referred to
as hearing with intention and attention for
purposeful activities (including processes of
motivation, planning, expectation), demanding
the expenditure of mental effort—including
short-term and working memory for holding
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and manipulating infor-mation, allocation of
attention, and executive control processes (see
ICF Consensus Statement29).
As speech is generally presented at 140 to
180 words-per-minute in ordinary conversation, comprehension draws on the cognitive
capabilities of speed-of-information processing,
selective attention, and verbal working memory.
Although significant differences exist between
individuals, age-related declines are generally
observed for these same abilities. Shared variance between sensory and cognitive age-related
changes is higher in old age than in young
age.30 While a two-way relationship of sensory
and cognitive age-related changes is probable,
it is not known to what extent central slowing
causes inefficient signal processing, or to what
extent inefficient processing slows the system.

Interestingly, with aging, some cognitive
abilities also improve as older people usually
have more experience with a wider variety of
social situations and broader semantic knowledge, and they make better use of listening
strategies, context, and prosodic information.
These abilities can serve as compensating
resources for successful speech recognition
and communication.
Naturally, having normal (or near-normal
and/or corrected) hearing is a pre-condition for
successful speech recognition. Obviously, the
better the quality of the incoming acoustic signals to the auditory system, the better the chances for successful speech recognition. Adult-onset
hearing loss impacts more than 27% of men
and 24% of women ages 45 and over—and the
prevalence rates increase with age.31
This is where hearing technology can be
of great help. Hearing provides the sensory
(ie, bottom-up) information that enables cognition. Normal (or near-normal and/or corrected) hearing is, therefore, a prerequisite to
participate in engaging social interaction, com-

munication, and thus supports and improves
cognition. These same hearing sensations facilitate orientation, support a sense of security, and
free cognitive resources for other meaningful
activities in daily life.

Key Points
1) The better the quality of incoming signals
to the central auditory system, the better the
chances for successful speech recognition.
2) However, speech comprehension is a complex process relying on sensory hearing abilities, as well as on higher-order cognitive functions that are organized across the brain.
3) Age-related decline in speed-of-information
processing, working memory capacity, or
selective attention may challenge successful speech recognition. Improved abilities
with age include social experience, semantic knowledge, use of listening strategies,
context, and prosodic information. These
can serve as compensating resources for
successful speech comprehension and communication in old age. Z

Memory Systems and Hearing Aid Use
Testing for cognitive function will eventually become an essential part of hearing aid selection and fitting.
BY THOMAS LUNNER, PhD

C

ognitive Hearing Science (also referred
to as Auditory Cognitive Science) is
an emerging field of interdisciplinary
research concerning the interactions between
hearing and cognition. Cognitive Hearing
Science presents new opportunities to use complex digital signal processing to design technologies to perform in challenging everyday
acoustic environments. Further, Cognitive
Hearing Science considers the increasing social
imperative to help people whose communication problems span hearing and cognition.32
Hearing aids use complex signal processing intended to improve speech recognition.

Thomas Lunner, PhD, is
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Centre HEAD Graduate
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However, such processing may alter the signal
in ways that impede or cancel the intended
benefits for some individuals.33 Additionally,
signal degradation may originate from external
sources (eg, environmental noise), as well as
internal sources (ie, the cochlea). Regardless
of origin, degradation increases “cognitive
load” and creates a subsequent need for allocating limited cognitive processing resources to
the recovery of degraded information at the
auditory periphery. This, in turn, reduces the
resources available for the successful processing
and identification of the linguistic content.
Working memory refers to the limited
capacity of an individual to hold and manipulate a set of items (ie, numbers, words,
colors, etc) in the mind. Complex working
memory capacity can be assessed using multiple tools, such as the Reading Span Test
(RST).34,35 The RST measures the simultaneous processing and memory aspects of working memory. Working memory is highly
involved in communication under complex
and challenging acoustic conditions, particularly for hearing-impaired people when
their auditory input is degraded.

For example, when conversing in a noisy
background, people need to store information
in their working memory to decipher subsequent information while keeping track of and
filling in missing information and while ignoring irrelevant information.36
Three studies show the importance of
assessing individual working memory capacity
to individualize and improve hearing aid signal
processing. The first study assessed the importance of working memory in varying background noise levels (unpublished data, 2012;
Bramslow L, Eneroth K, Lunner T). Two groups
with low or high RST capacities were assessed
using Oticon Agil hearing aids in a speechin-noise test (Dantale2) with two competing
talkers. The results showed that the cognitively
high-performing group had approximately 20%
better scores than the cognitively low-performing group at a number of signal-to-noise ratios.
This result corroborates Lunner37 and suggests
that working memory capacity is important for
the ability to perform in competing-talker situations. This also may suggest individualization
as to when directional microphones and noise
reduction schemes should be used.33

The second and third studies investigated the
influence of hearing aid signal processing distortions while assessing speech in noise. Lunner
and Sundewall-Thorén38 showed the benefit of
a fast-acting wide dynamic range compression
(WDRC) depended on the working memory
capacity of the individual. Indeed, people with
high working memory capacity benefited most
from fast-acting compression. Those with low
working memory capacity benefited most from
slow-acting compression and were at a disadvantage using fast-acting compression.
Souza39 showed that elderly individuals with
low working memory capacity were more susceptible to frequency compression processing.
Thus, fast-acting WDRC and frequency com-

pression can be considered to produce hearing
aid signal processing distortions that negatively
affect elderly persons with low working memory. Therefore, it would be beneficial to individualize hearing aid signal processing based
on cognitive abilities (in particular working
memory capacity), and there is a need for clinical procedures to assess cognitive functioning.

Key Points
1) Hearing aid signal processing can affect
cognitive function and speech comprehension in positive and negative ways. It appears
beneficial to make individualized hearing
aid signal processing “less aggressive” while
using WDRC and frequency compression

for older people (and others) with low working memory capacity. Further, the use of
directional microphones and noise reduction
schemes should likely be tailored to suit the
cognitive abilities of the individual.
2) There is a need for clinical cognitively
based procedures that can determine the
settings of hearing aid parameters based on
cognitive abilities. Z
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Hearing Loss and Dementia
A closer look at the “use it or lose it” theory.
BY FRANK R. LIN, MD, PhD

A

n association between age-related
hearing loss (ARHL) and dementia
was described in a seminal retrospective case-control study published in 1989 in the
Journal of the American Medical Association.40
Remarkably, over the ensuing two decades,
there has been little research effort exploring the
basis of this association despite dementia being
one of the most important public health issues
facing our society.
Current projections estimate that the prevalence of dementia will continue to double every
20 years, such that 1 in every 30 Americans
will have prevalent dementia by 2050.41 At
the present time, there is not one single established intervention or pharmacologic therapy
that could potentially even help delay the onset
of dementia.42
A conceptual model through which ARHL
could be mechanistically associated with cognitive decline and dementia is presented in Figure
1. In this model, two non-mutually exclusive
pathways of increased cognitive load43 and
Frank R. Lin, MD, PhD, is
an assistant professor at
the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
and Bloomberg School of
Public Health, Baltimore,
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of hearing loss with cognitive and physical functioning in older adults.

loss of social engagement44-46 mediate effects of
ARHL on cognitive functioning.47
Epidemiologic studies performed over the
last 2 years have begun to explore whether
ARHL is independently associated with cognitive functioning and incident dementia consistent with this model. Using cross-sectional data
from both the National Health and Nutritional
Examination Surveys48 and the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA),49 we have
demonstrated that greater hearing loss is associated with poorer cognitive functioning on nonverbal tests of memory and executive function
among older adults. In both of these studies, a
25 dB shift in the speech-frequency puretone
average was equivalent to nearly 7 years of aging
on cognitive scores in older adults.
Longitudinal cognitive data from the
Health Aging and Body Composition Study
demonstrated similar findings.50 Compared
to those with normal hearing, individuals

with hearing loss had accelerated rates of
decline on non-verbal cognitive tests. Finally,
analysis of longitudinal data from a cohort of
older adults in the BLSA has demonstrated
that, compared to those individuals with
normal hearing, those with a mild, moderate,
and severe hearing loss had a 2, 3, and 5-fold
increased risk of incident dementia, respectively.47 In all these studies, hearing aid use
was not significantly associated with attenuated rates of cognitive decline and risk of
dementia, but data on other key variables (eg,
years of hearing aid use, adequacy of hearing
aid fitting and rehabilitation, etc) that would
affect the success of hearing loss treatment
and affect any observed association were
not available. Consequently, whether hearing
rehabilitative strategies could affect cognitive
decline remains unknown—and will likely
never be determined from observational epidemiologic studies.
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Hearing loss is highly prevalent in older
adults with nearly two-thirds of older adults
70 years and older having clinically significant
hearing loss, but with less than 15% receiving any form of rehabilitative treatment.50
Epidemiologic research demonstrating that
ARHL is independently associated with cognitive functioning and dementia is intriguing
because the hypothesized mechanistic pathways underlying these associations (Figure

1) may be amenable to hearing rehabilitative therapies. A multi-site randomized controlled trial of hearing rehabilitative treatment
currently being planned will help elucidate
whether effective hearing rehabilitative treatment could mitigate cognitive decline and
help delay the onset of dementia in older
adults (submitted paper, Lin FR, Yaffe K, Xia
J, et al: Hearing loss and cognitive decline
among older adults).

Key Points
1) Greater hearing loss in older adults is independently associated with poorer cognitive
functioning in domains of memory and
executive function, accelerated cognitive
decline, and the risk of incident dementia.
2) Whether hearing rehabilitative therapies
could help mitigate cognitive decline and
delay dementia in older adults remains
unknown. Z

Fast and Easy: Can Hearing Aids Accelerate Listening and Speech
Understanding?
For older listeners, signal quality and semantic context are critical.
BY M. KATHLEEN PICHORA-FULLER, PhD

A

s adults age, cognitive information
processing slows and auditory temporal processing is disrupted, with the
combined result being that listening can become
“sluggish.” In general, the easier it is to process
information, the faster a listener can respond
to it. Ease of listening could be improved if the
signal quality is improved (possibly by hearing
aids) and/or if listeners are trained to use expectations and knowledge to anticipate what the
incoming sound is likely to be.
Using lexical decision reaction time as a
speed measure assumed to reflect the ease
of listening to and understanding speech,
a set of experimental findings for younger
and older listeners with good audiograms
illustrate how both signal clarity and priming
by context could be harnessed to accelerate
listening (submitted paper, Goy et al). In the
experiments, the time to decide if a sentencefinal target presented in quiet was a word
or not was measured. The initial portion of
the sentence provided congruent, neutral, or
incongruent semantic context for the target
word, and this context was presented either
intact, low-pass filtered, time-compressed, or
M. Kathleen PichoraFuller, PhD, is a professor
in the Department of
Psychology at the University of Toronto and
at the Linnaeus Centre
HEAD Graduate School at
Linköping University in Sweden. Correspondence to: k.pichora.fuller@utoronto.ca.
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in competing babble. For younger adults,
congruent context facilitated lexical decision
by about 250 ms when there was no distortion and facilitation was reduced as more
distortion was applied regardless of the type
of degraded. Older adults were always slower
to respond than younger adults, but their lexical decisions were facilitated even more (300
ms) than those of younger adults when the
context was congruent compared to when it
was neutral or incongruent. Like the younger
adults, the responses of older adults were
slowed when the context was acoustically
degraded, but time-compression had a more
deleterious effect on their performance than
on younger adults.
These findings demonstrate that listening
could be made easier and faster by ensuring that
signal quality is clear (improving bottom-up processing) and that listeners learn to use congruent
semantic context and expectations to guide listening (improving top-down processing via the
knowledge/expertise of older adults).
It seems that this paradigm could readily
be adapted to demonstrate the advantages of
signal processing by hearing aids. Although
lexical decision provides a measure of speed of
information processing during listening, other
methods such as eye-tracking could uncover
exactly how the listener processes speech as it
unfolds. Additional research using eye-tracking
has confirmed that, even when words are correctly identified, lexical processing is slower
when words are presented in quiet compared to
when they are presented in noise and that there
is specific age-related slowing only in some con-

ditions such as when the phonemes differentiating competing word candidates rely on hearing
the initial consonant.51 Overall, measures of
speed of processing promise to provide a useful
new tool for measuring listening performance
and the benefit from either signal processing
options and/or training in the use of context.

Key Points
1) New measures based on speed of processing could potentially be used in the clinic
to evaluate how ease of listening changes
depending on signal-based (bottom up) factors or knowledge-based (top-down) factors.
2) Measures of speed are more sensitive and can
provide more specific insights into “online”
processing during listening than “off-line”
measures of speech recognition accuracy
because there are multiple ways that listeners
could achieve accurate word recognition.

Final Thoughts by Dr Beck
As a profession and an industry, we’re really
only beginning to understand the interaction
and co-dependence of cognition and audition.
It seems obvious we’d all like to know how
to best apply these (and many other) ideas
and concepts regarding hearing, listening, and
cognition to our daily clinical interactions with
patients—but we’re not there yet.
It is our obligation to proceed cautiously
as we continue to unravel and better understand the science that underpins the pivotal and
important connections between hearing, listening, cognition, and their clinical applicability. Z
REFERENCES at the HR Web site and the HR
digital edition at: http://tinyurl.com/86sb4ua

